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STEP 1 - INSTALLATION  

1A. PRESTASHOP 1.7  
  

1. Click on Modules and then on Module Manager (image 1-A). 

2. Then click on "Upload a module" in the top menu of the page (image 1-B) 
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3. In the window that will open, click on "Select file". 

4. Find the folder where you downloaded the abscustomerquestions zipped module and select it. 

5. The module will install automatically. You can now click configure to begin configuring your module. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

1B. PRESTASHOP 1.6  

  

1. Click on Modules and Services in the side menu (image 2-A). 

2. Then click on "Add a new module" in the top menu of the page (image 2-B) 
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3. In the menu that will open, click on "Choose a file" 

4. Find the folder where you downloaded the abscustomerquestions zipped module and select it. 

5. Then click on the "Upload this module" button. 

6. Once the module is uploaded, just click install. The module will install automatically. 

If you do not find the module, do not forget to select Modules not installed in the selection field in order 
to show the modules currently not installed. Once installed, you can proceed to configure your module. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



STEP 2 - MODULE CONFIGURATION 

1. Click on the Configure section of the module once it has been installed. 

2. The initial menu of the module will open with a cover page where the different functionalities of the 

module are briefly explained. In addition, you can access the module manual in the language of your 

choice. Without further ado we click on the Settings tab. 

(IMAGE 3-A) 
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3. The first section that appears in the configuration is Number of unanswered questions for email 

notification. That is, when there are this number of unanswered questions, the module will send you an 

email notifying you. It is important if you don't want there to be too many unanswered questions in your 

store. 

 

During the rest of this documentation we will use as an example a hypothetical board game store run 
by a user of the module named Luis, in order to explain all the configuration options of the module. 



 

 

4. The next section is Email to be used for these notifications that comes by default with the store's email. 

If you want to use another email, make sure it is operational and correctly configured. 

 

5. List of words to be ignored by the question search engine (optional) indicates to the module those 

words that, because they are too common in your language, should be ignored by the question or answer 

search engine in your store. Do not indicate words with less than 3 characters, as these are ignored directly 

by the search engine. 

 

 

6. Questions and answers require validation. If you choose Yes, all questions and answers from your 

customers will require you to validate them from the Manage Questions section of the module. This 

module seeks that there is a feeling of community among its customers, that is why this option is marked 

by default as NO. Note that only registered customers can ask and answer questions only those customers 

who have purchased the product. We have decided to leave this option for those users who want to have 

full control of their store. Questions and answers not validated will not be viewed in the store. 

 

7. Number of questions per page on product page sets the number of questions that you will see on a 

product page before the user has to click the See more questions button. The default number is 3. 

 

Example: Luis has his store of board games of a medium size and decides to keep the default value that 
the module brings: 3, in order to alert him when there are 3 unanswered questions in his store. This 
way he will be able to answer them if no user does. As a general advice, this number is higher depending 
on the size of the store and the number of registered users, but you can vary this configuration 
according to your needs. 

Example: Luis has his store in English, Spanish and Catalan. He chooses to discard the following Spanish 
words: esto (words with 3 characters or more), esta, aquel, aquella, aquello, ellos, ellas ... He does the 
same with the rest of the languages in his store. Of course, this is optional. You don't have to do it if 
you don't want to. 

Example: Luis wants his clients to get involved in the community and wants to give them some freedom. 
Therefore, he opts for the NO option. He knows that he can always delete those questions or answers 
that he considers inappropriate from the Manage Questions section of the module. 



8. Number of answers per page on the question page sets the number of responses your customers will 

see per page when they click on any question in your store. By default, there are 10 responses. 

 

9. Number of customers who will receive an email with the possibility of answering the question: this 

number is important, it tells the module how many of your customers should receive emails asking them 

to answer another customer's question; only those who most recently bought the product will receive the 

email and only those who marked in their registry that they could receive newsletters. Don't worry, the 

module will try to fit this number in the best possible way. By default, 10. 

 

 

10. Minimum time in seconds to post a question or answer again - A user will not be able to write a new 

question or answer until after that time, useful to increase the security of your server. By default, 60 

seconds. 

 

11. Design Options - We set some design options for those clients who do not want to modify the style 

sheet. You can see how the changes go to the example links and buttons. 

 

CONGRATULATIONS! YOU HAVE CONFIGURED YOUR MODULE, NO DOUBT THIS 

PROCESS WILL HAVE TAKEN YOU NO MORE THAN A FEW MINUTES. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Example: Luis initially sets this option to 100, but then he realizes that this will excessively slow posting 
a new question, so he leaves it at 10. (HIGH NUMBERS equals a longer process time when posting 
questions: NOT RECOMMENDED) 



Then 

HOW DO WE MANAGE QUESTIONS? 

1. First we click on Manage questions, as shown in image 4-A 
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2. In the upper section you can see the current number of questions displayed (image 5-A), and direct 

links to the number of questions in total (without any filter) (image 5-B), to the questions currently 

unanswered (Image 5-C) and to the questions currently not validated (Image 5-D). In this way we easily 

and quickly access what we need at all times. 

IMAGE 5 



3. Below these useful links you have the typical filter block in case you want a more specific search for 

questions (image 5-E). In the table below we already get the list of questions from your store (image 5-F). 

You can see all the information for each question: the name of the customer, the question, the product, if 

the question has already been validated, the number of responses, the question's vote rating, the store it 

belongs to and the date in which it was carried out. 

 

On each question you can perform the following actions: 

A. View – Displays a window with information about the question (image 6). 

      IMAGE 6 

 

B. Validate – If the question has not yet been validated, this option will appear to do so. Please note 

that a validated question cannot be invalidated later. By validating the question, emails will be sent 

to customers who bought that product and can answer the question as established in the module 

configuration. 

 

C. View answers – The answer list below the question list will display the answers to that question 

for easy viewing. This option will not appear if the question has no answers. 

 
D. Answer question – A window appears with information about the question and the possibility that 

you answer it from that same window (image 7). 
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E. Delete – The question will be removed. A window appears with information about the question 

and gives you the opportunity to make sure that you want to delete the question. Deleted 

questions are not recoverable and if they have answers they will also be deleted. 

 
4. Below the list of questions is a list of answers. It has many characteristics in common with the table 

above, so you can see the responses currently displayed (image 8-A), it has useful links to all the responses 

(without filters) (image 8-B), to those responses that have been reported an abuse (important to manage 

the good use of the service) (image 8-C) and finally to non-validated answers (image 8-D). It also has a 

filter block for a more specific search as well as the questions (image 8-E). 

The table shows all the information about the response: ID, name of the client, text of the response, if it 

is validated, number of useful votes, total votes, if abuse has been reported and date (image 8-F). 
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The possible actions for each response are: 

A. View – A window will appear with information about the answer including also the question you 

answer. 

B. Validate – Validate the answer if it has not yet been validated. When validating the answer, an 

email will be sent to the customer who asked the question with this answer. As with the questions, 

a validated answer cannot be invalidated later (image 9) 
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C. Not abusive – If the answer has an abuse report and you see that it is not deserved, use this option 

to remove the report from the response. Obviously if you consider the answer to be abuse, you 

can delete it immediately. 

D. Delete – Delete the answer; a window will appear with information about it and asking you for 

confirmation before deleting the answer. 

 

5. As you can see, all the actions are AJAX and are executed immediately without reloading the page. 

 

  

We can only thank you for your trust in our module. A cordial greeting. 

 

ABS SOFTWARE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ANNEX - TEMPLATES 
This module has been created based on the default templates of the latest versions of PRESTASHOP 1.7 

and PRESTASHOP 1.6. If you wish, you can adapt the templates to the theme of your store. To do this, 

below we detail the templates that use the module and their situation so that you can make the changes 

you deem appropriate in order to fully fit the theme of your store. You can modify the style of the classes 

in css, but not change their name because this may affect the execution of the module. This module makes 

heavy use of classes with jquery. 

 

For PRESTASHOP 1.6 :  

abscustomerquestions_back.css – modules/abscustomerquestions/views/css/admin 
CSS stylesheet for the backoffice. 
 
abscustomerquestions.css – modules/abscustomerquestions/views/css/front 
CSS stylesheet for Prestashop 1.6 
 
modalabscquestions.css – modules/abscustomerquestions/views/css/front 
CSS stylesheet for modal windows. 
 
animate.min.css – modules/abscustomerquestions/views/css/front 
CSS stylesheet for animations. 

abscustomerquestions.tpl – modules/abscustomerquestions/ views/templates/hook 
Template of the block "Customer questions and answers" on the product page. 
 
abs_customerquestions_ajax.tpl – modules/abscustomerquestions/ views/templates/front 
Template of the block "Customer questions and answers" called by Ajax. 
 
frontabsquestion.tpl – modules/abscustomerquestions / views/templates/front 
Question page template with all the answers. 
 
frontabsquestion_ajax.tpl – modules/abscustomerquestions / views/templates/front 
Question page template with all the answers called by Ajax. 
 
pagination.tpl – modules/abscustomerquestions/ views/templates/front 
Template for pagination of the question page with all the answers. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 



For PRESTASHOP 1.7 :  

abscustomerquestions_back.css – modules/abscustomerquestions/views/css/admin 
CSS stylesheet for the backoffice. 
 
abscustomerquestions_17.css – modules/abscustomerquestions/views/css/front 
CSS stylesheet for Prestashop 1.7 
 
modalabscquestions.css – modules/abscustomerquestions/views/css/front 
CSS stylesheet for modal windows. 
 
abscustomerquestions_fonts.css – modules/abscustomerquestions/views/css/front 
CSS stylesheet to add necessary fonts for Prestashop 1.7 
 
animate.min.css – modules/abscustomerquestions/views/css/front 
CSS stylesheet for animations. 

abscustomerquestions_17.tpl – modules/abscustomerquestions / views/templates/hook 
Template of the block "Customer questions and answers" on the product page. 
 
abs_customerquestions_ajax.tpl – modules/abscustomerquestions / views/templates/front 
Template of the block "Customer questions and answers" called by Ajax. 
 
frontabsquestion_17.tpl – modules/ abscustomerquestions/ views/templates/front 
Question page template with all the answers. 
 
frontabsquestion_ajax_17.tpl – modules/abscustomerquestions/ views/templates/front 
Question page template with all the answers called by Ajax. 
 
pagination.tpl – modules/abscustomerquestions/ views/templates/front 
Template for pagination of the question page with all the answers. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


